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The infinite Imagination led to a maddening labyrinth of bent frustration with a reality fake and
augmented by blatant complacence to patience with tasteless debasement

But awakened lies the mind, finding frontiers far distant and undefined, unconfined by undermined
“designs” of the Humankind. Rather, the sums refined

Reinvented from breaking spines, to standing tall, no commanding fall, no damning all to a
spanning wall, an enclosure,

Instead the new species is given far more exposure to the clouds flowing over, to the rose and the
grower, the molder of the garden.

Cause deep in the human heart is a flickering spark called the artistic… instinct, and if realized the
genes link giving the pen’s ink the stroke of a Vincent,

But the impulse is burdened, most walk around failing to realize the words spoken and heard in a
different code than the version determined by the ones who are herdin’ the masses,

So, one must look past the curtains and masks to observe the surface like glass… and gaze beneath
it
Cause under the mystery is a unique bliss, the Self hiding a secret.
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Part1
“Fiction is the lie through which we tell the truth”
― Albert Camus, The Stranger
“It is our duty to select the best and most dependable theory that human intelligence can supply, and use it as a
raft to ride the seas of life.”
― Socrates, Phaedo
"Read not to contradict and confute; nor to believe and take for granted; nor to find talk and discourse; but to
weigh and consider."
― Francis Bacon, The Essays
My career as an anthropologist began in the deserts of Ethiopia during the early 1970s. I worked as young assistant to Dr.
Donald Johnson in the discovery of Lucy, a collection of fossils recovered from the 3.2 million year old australopithecus which
emerged from the crumbling sand to permanently alter the foundation of paleoanthropology. With the influence and notoriety
this discovery procured for me, I was given a full grant as well as a research team from the University of California Berkeley.
With this first achievement I triggered an echo which resonated through the history of science and I became
enamoured with my legacy. What's more, I was not alone in enjoying the recognition that Dr. Johnson’s and my find brought:
the University was equally inebriated by the attention. This promptly raised the stakes for my next assignment, which followed
naturally from the headlines and media frenzy in addition to the reactions from the armchairs of our program directors. I was
tasked with finding more fossils like Lucy, but the new goal was to capture something even earlier on humanity's timeline; I
believed I was destined to make a scientific breakthrough, to shed light upon the almost mythical missing link in our fossil
record and finally complete the human evolutionary tree(Diagram 1).
Another team struck first, however. In 1994, Tim White discovered an unbelievable set of fossils only a few hundred
miles from my dig, all connected to a single, ancient, Ardipithecus. Following the find he secured headlines, speaking gigs, and
pages in textbooks. Meanwhile, I had nothing, nothing but sand and false hope. For you see, I was utterly convinced that
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Ethiopia was the cradle of life, the true Garden of Eden, and so I pressed on digging, following mirages which only vanished
before my eyes as I met continuously with suffocating failure.
Eventually, with nothing to show for my work but a few previously undiscovered species of extinct plants and a
handful of shells, I lost my employment as well as my provisions from Berkeley. Under the circumstances, I briefly took a
position lecturing at the Max Planck institute in Germany, until I finally began working again with an archaeological team in the
South of France which hoped to better understand the habits of a close cousin to our own species: Homo Neanderthalis (or
neanderthals). I must admit, what we found surprised me greatly, and as an individual I maintain a consistently skeptical
disposition. Still, multiple Neanderthals had been purposefully buried in one of our caves, there was no denying it. Additionally,
this cave was not only a burial ground of sorts, it was also a place where ceremonies had been conducted, as evidenced by our
specimen’s methodical placement in a grave with flowers, carved woods, and even a few bites to eat in the afterlife. To top it
all off, we were able to radiocarbon date it back to 48,000 years ago(See diagram 4), just as the species was on the brink of
extinction and humanity began one of several departures from Africa. After our discovery, more and more sites like ours began
to come into the public eye, along with overwhelming evidence supporting the notion that humans are not alone in complex or
symbolic thought. The great question at this point was no longer a matter of if, but when this thought emerged, and what this
says about some of us as well as our not-too-distant ancestors.
As for me, I was back in the good graces of the archeological community, and I could head another project in East
Africa, this time with my resources provided by the generous University of Chicago. Nevertheless, as I dug through the sand,
tracking clues which vanished like golden sunsets into desert nights, I still had nothing to show of my own, no discoveries with
my name on them, and my desperation for a legacy began to swallow me; the fruits of my labor remained hidden in a tree with a
covetous serpent. The landscape of my science was changing, and despite all my investment of energy, my neglect to foster a
family, my commitment to the point of deteriorating physical and mental health, I was still without influence, my impact was
next to none.
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This feeling of discontent was amplified by the fact that deserts were no longer the only place where our field was
digging. The human genome was sequenced in 2003 and my contemporary, Allan Wilson, had begun experimenting on
mitochondrial DNA. The information derived from mitochondria is uniquely useful for three main reasons in the field of
anthropology: first of all, it contains an isolated mini genome with only 37 genes, about one six thousandth the number of
genes in human chromosomes, making it is far less time consuming to sequence. Secondly, the mitochondrial genome rarely
recombines. Mutations are, therefore, passed intact across generations and accumulate over time without crossing over.
Finally, the mitochondria has an exclusively female genesis. Consequently, an unbroken chain of female ancestry can be traced
indefinitely, giving us the ability to map the evolution of modern humans with precise accuracy. While the idea had been
bouncing around since Allan Wilson began running experiments on the human mitochondria at Berkeley in 1985, the work
reached a new frontier when the geneticist Bryan Sykes succeeded in tracing human migrations out of Africa and eventually
classifying all of Europe into seven specific lineages, the Seven Daughters of Eve, as he poetically called them. With this work
executed, the data pointed to one conclusion: each of us can trace our mitochondrial history to a single female who existed in
southern Africa about 200,000 years ago. While we know nothing about the specific mother of our species, this information
indicated that her closest modern-day relatives are women from the San tribe of Botswana or Namibia. (Diagrams 2/3)
Enviously, I continued to dig from a distance as the discoveries piled up like falling sand in an hourglass: archeologists
investigating a cave in South Africa climb through a narrow tube only to stumble upon a cavern full of the new hominin species
Homo Naledi; a team headed by Jean-Jacques Hublin, in Morocco of all places, unearths the oldest recorded Homosapiens,
outdating what had previously been hypothesized to be the earliest on record by 100,000 years. All this while I played with
sand, becoming more and more weary that I would not find anything of value in Ethiopia.
Suddenly, seemingly out of the aether, a former student from Tanzania, a brilliant geneticist named Sabra1, sent me a
sample about which she was rather skeptical. It was a peculiar specimen really, with a large jaw bone, but, instead of the

1

Sabra meaning patience in Swahili.
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traditional dental formula possessed by all old world primates including homosapiens, (the 2.1.2.3,) this curious jaw had an
extra set of back molars (2.1.2.4.) It appeared to be in a class all its own thanks to this unique trait, similar to our own the
opposable thumb, and radiocarbon dating revealed it was merely 7,000 years old! Unfortunately, the fossil had been
contaminated by Sabra’s assistant in the laboratory, so extracting DNA became impossible. Still, the find contained a letter
inviting me to her site in the sparsely populated desert of Namibia. The discovery brought a breath of inspiration, the like of
which I had not felt in years. An obsession began to take over my soul with the power of a crashing wave, seeping in like a
dream, washing over the shores of my unconscious mind. I was at the mercy of the tow, and in what seemed like the blink of an
eye I was off to a New World.

Part 2
“Sometimes the greatest scientific breakthroughs happen because someone ignores the prevailing pessimism.”
― Nessa Carey, The Epigenetic Revolution
“The answers you get depend on the questions you ask.”
― Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
The isolation Namibia provided was unlike anything I had ever experienced. The small village I resided in barely contained the
most basic necessities of food, water, and shelter. The economy consisted of a small oil refinery, agriculture, and commerce via
traffic moving in and out of the capital. Fittingly, my former student had come here specifically for these so-called
inconveniences. After our time together In the Max Planck Society for hominin evolution, Sabra went on to study the effects of
epigenetics on the human capacity for empathy. The revolutionary perspective on genetics provided the view that our species
is not simply biologically determined by DNA structures laid down at birth. This archaic philosophy, namely, biological
determinism had become the dominant viewpoint in the science since Mendel derived the mechanism for explaining Darwin's
view of natural selection, leaving creationists and Lamarckians without ground to stand upon in a world where the empirical is
revered above all. Thus, humanity, as viewed through the lens of biology, was seen as having certain hard wired traits such as
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the capacity for complex language, which could be explained by the presence or absence of a specific gene e.g. the FOXP2
protein.
However, attitudes regarding this paradigm began to shift when the study of epigenetics (literally meaning above
genes) began to be published and replicated. The basic problem which epigenetics hoped to solve was this: genes as they were
commonly understood laid down a constitution for an individual. Sometimes this manifests itself in strong outlined phenotypes
(outwardly solicited traits) such as gender or eye color. Other times, an individual's genotype might not be expressed in a
phenotype.
Epigenetics hopes to decipher this very puzzle, taking questions like, how can identical twins sharing unmistakably
identical genes produce dramatically different phenotypic expressions? How can one twin develop early onset mental illness
while the other stays psychologically healthy? In the abstract, epigenetics investigates: how genes carry out responses to their
environment, expressing or silencing certain proteins by reacting to external stimuli. Additionally, will these expressions be
inherited? Will a child born to a mother who experienced extreme famine become predisposed to binge eating? (See Diagram
3)
What Sabra and many others were able to do was to show that the previous philosophy of biological determinism was
only the background sketch of a vast picture. Her research team found a gene on the 8th chromosome which became of interest
due to its extremely sparse methylation2. Essentially, this is to say that the region of DNA is loosely screwed in, making it
incredibly vulnerable to histone modification3, or the way the gene was being expressed in an individual's phenotype. This
became relevant when Sabra began looking at the way the gene functioned, or more accurately, failed to, in psychopaths. This
failure to express the gene indicated the possibility of amplifying empathy to a greater or lesser degree depending upon an
individual's environmental conditions. The data is interpreted, claiming, people are not “blank slates,” born without any

DNA methylation is a process by which methyl groups are added to the DNA molecule. Methylation can
change the activity of a DNA segment without changing the sequence. When located in a gene promoter,
DNA methylation typically acts to repress gene transcription.
3
Histones can impact gene expression by altering chromatin structure without actually changing the
underlying genetic structure.
2
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cemented traits and structured solely from environmental conditions, but they are not wholly fettered by all the traits which
emerge at birth either. The evidence showed that the truth resides somewhere in between the two extremes, but finding this
middle was still very much a work in progress. It was here where we met again, as the next part of her research was to gather
information on the role which scarcity plays within the amplification or lack thereof in an individual's capacity for empathy.
The work was difficult to stomach at times; many people had left the shrinking village, migrating to larger cities or
even fleeing the continent, and those who remained were suffering both from the lack of adequate resources as well as the
social inequality created by such dreadful desperation. However, what Sabra pointed out to me was the familiar abuse of power
which persisted at the top of this culture's social pyramid. She spoke with undeniable confidence on the issue, stating it as
factual that: “there was, in indeed, a great deal of excess among a few representatives within the local government, the owner
of the oil refinery, a few prestigious merchants who conducted trade with the country's capital, and finally a coalition of farm
owners who had banded together in order to perpetuate an agenda that effectively normalized the oppression of those who
represented a majority living within the community.”
Still, what disturbed her most about this phenomena was this majority’s inability to come together united against
their own oppression. She went into great detail describing the different networks of families, professions, and even spiritual
beliefs which divided those still residing in the shrinking polis. Fighting was prevalent between these groups but was never
directed toward impacting those who mismanaged the excess which their toil provided. “We really are just crabs in a barrel,”
Sabra kept repeating, “it's difficult to see ourselves that way when we’re caught up in survival, but when looking from the
outside in, it's painfully apparent that we consistently pull one another back into the struggle, denying each others’ freedom.
It’s human nature, and now that I see the groups who set these traps, I can't help but seeing the same cycle everywhere I go.
Just crabs in a barrel, pulling one another back into the water while no one asks who cast the net.”
Sabra was not, however, employed as a revolutionary. She was located in this Namibian village as an anthropologist
who hoped to understand its residents and their complex practices. Thus, the metaphorical casting of the net was exactly what
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she was getting at with her study. Was the stress presented by such desperate conditions affecting these people on an
epigenetic level? The answer would emerge through examining the genomes of every facet in the social structure, not just
within this one city, but in all contexts where extreme inequality existed. Sabra hoped to use this smaller experiment as a
springboard to examine all of Johannesburg South Africa, the city with the most extreme inequality in the world, but she would
need a team and support before this could be executed. Until then, she worked diligently out of a makeshift lab alongside a few
local assistants pyrosequencing the data she’d collected. (See Diagrams 5/6)

Part 3
“The mind was dreaming, the world was its dream.”
―Jorge Luis Borges, The Circular Ruins
“Man was born free, and he is everywhere in chains.”
―Jean Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract
Sabra brought me along to conduct a few interviews with the townspeople while she collected data for her project.
Here, I was given an opportunity to ask if anyone had seen or heard news regarding the fossils I was so desperately searching
for in the area. Immediately after showing the mysterious jaw to these people, I received a response of either silence or a
bizarre account delineating the mythos which lay in the background of this culture's collective subconscious. While colonization
had converted a majority of Namibia's population to Christianity, the elders of this community still knew the old tales. While
these were clearly conflated and rearranged with the Christian ideology, their stories retained a unique charm. I was told that
the spirits of a group consisting of ancient men and women who roamed the desert and worshiped the sun for power still
resided beyond the horizon.
The story states that a long time ago, the village traded with this ancient group, strangers who understood the four
elements of sky, water, earth , and fire . When the ships arrived on the shore and the era of foreign kings began, however,
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these noble people retreated to the land of spirits hidden below the earth because they could not bear to fraternize with
societies who cared not for Nature, our provider, the mother of all. The common consensus seemed to be that these individuals
had reached a realm of spiritual mediation similar to Socrates’ daimon, between humanity and the divine.
The repetition of this myth began to frustrate me. My goal was not to study ancient folklore, I was looking for
substance, I needed more out of this expedition than words, and the longer I spent in the village the more I began to doubt
myself. The entire journey began to seem foolish, another failed attempt at becoming immortal, another man fallen victim to
the plague of hubris.
However, this was not to be my fate. In the midst of my despair, a boy of maybe 10 and his grandfather slowly moved
into my peripherals as Sabra and I reviewed some notes over lunch. I recognized the boy as the son of one of the village’s most
distinguished farmers. He came running up and made eye contact, beaming with a childish spark of pride. He was speaking very
quickly and began pulling on my arm, saying “we have more for you, proof of our stories, come on come on!” He repeated this
sentiment, shocking us when he began pulling at Sabra’s and my clothes urgently, as if whatever it was might vanish if I didn't
treat the situation as the emergency he saw it as. The grandfather, on the other hand, was calmer, and in a relaxed tone he let
his words fall steadily like a rain his region desperately needed. “The boy’s words are true, but you may not bring your
technology with you, only your eyes may accompany you today.” Suddenly my heart began to beat with the rapidity of a recent
defibulation, but somehow I managed to stifle this excitement, keeping my resolve as I looked over to Sabra who was as
perplexed and enthralled as I. We quickly put our supplies away and followed our two guides to the very outskirts of their
village. Lighting striking on the horizon of the desert as we wandered into the waves of crashing thunder.
Dreams and ambitions materializing, my mind was stimulated by the various possibilities of what was to emerge at
the end of our walk, but I received no answers from our escorts along the way. Finally, we came to a cave where we were met by
four more townspeople whom I vaguely recognized but had no deep connection with. Sabra was delighted with it all, these
people appeared to be keeping the tradition of an old Bantu cult alive in secret. A woman was dressed in traditional garments,
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indicating a position of spiritual authority and the other woman and two men seemed to be aids to her Energy. Quietly, they
began to recite memorized prayers, lighting herbal incense and handing Sabra and myself sacred drinks of unconventional
ambrosia. After the ceremony had come to a conclusion, we lit torches and descended into the cave. The familiar feeling of
being separate from my body once again struck me as I wandered through the narrow passageways like Theseus searching for
the minotaur. This dream state only became amplified as all my greatest expectations vanished upon the sight of what the boy
had repeatedly called “Truth.”
Out of the darkness emerged a terrified and shackled figure. Was this a man? No, it was something far more
compelling. This individual had a head nearly half a size larger than anyone in the room, a pronounced bottom jaw which caused
a clear underbite, and a defined forehead which seemed to press out eyes containing an undeniably electric discharge.
Additionally, the proportions of his limbs were not quite “human.” He had a grand barrel of a chest, but short legs and a slightly
hunched back. Most mysterious of all, the man’s hairless body was covered in colorful patterns, clearly the work of an artist
who spent a great deal of time decorating his features. Awestruck by the sight, I whispered to Sabra “my God, I… I can't believe
it.” She stood silently for a brief moment, finally asking “could this be a living fossil? Have we stumbled upon the greatest
discovery in the 21st century?” Throughout the duration of our conversation, our long lost ancestor kept its eyes static, fixed
upon us. Once Sabra’s echo had faded, a startlingly low voice began racing from the mouth of our distant cousin. He repeated
the same frantic phrase as his eyes joltedtowards entrance of the cave. “He's telling us he wants to get out,” Sabra nudged me
looking very concerned, “He's trying to speak to us!”
I asked the villagers cautiously why they had chained this man beneath the earth. However, they did not seem to
comprehend my question. Where I saw a scientific exhibition, a man from the distant past, they seemed to see something
divine, a living Idol. They proceeded to take great care of the individual, providing him with food, water, and even a bath by
hand. They lit clusters of herbs, sang, even meditated with the man. And while Sabra and I were encouraged to join in some
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activities of worship, we were forbidden from touching him. Upon leaving the cave Sabra took a final glance into the specimen’s
eyes, remarking quietly to me, “there is a deep sadness contained within those iron shackles.”

Part 4
“The life of man was solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short”
― Thomas Hobbes, The Leviathan
“Trust in dreams, for in them is a hidden eternity.”
― Kahlil Gibran
Returning to the village was like waking from a dream. I was sobered by the ubiquitous contrast of poverty and excess which
clashed in every corner of the dimly lit settlement. Even the fantasies and aspirations contained in my racing consciousness
were forgotten as I witnessed a boy no older than our guide steal from the bakery across from the house at which Sabra and I
were guests. Desperation is a powerful pathos and it is only human nature to sustain oneself.
Perhaps turning to our work as a distraction from the inescapable suffering within the polis, I began to engage Sabra
as to what our next steps would be considering what we witnessed in the cave. We determined first to name our discovery
Homo Maishalus (Maisha being the word for ‘living’ in Swahili, Sabra’s native language.) From this point, we began to deal with
matters of greater importance; a few options clearly presented themselves. The safest bet, which also presented a clear route
to a previously unheard of level of fame and prestige within our discipline, appeared to be to attempt to study the specimen
and file an eventual report to the anthropological community. Yet, I was admittedly a bit more ambitious. My view on the matter
was that where there was one Maishalus, there must be many. Furthermore, if we were to allow someone else to discover this
potential society, the glory of what was rightfully ours would become their possession, not to mention they could mishandle
this delicate branch of our evolutionary tree, cause its decay, or even bring it to extinction. They might expose the discovery
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too quickly to the modern world, destroying any chance of studying Homo Maishalus pre-contact. No, it must be done
independently, the risk of corruption was too great.
Sabra, who always possessed the virtue of composure, convinced me that our approach must be taken slowly. If we
were to discover this hidden culture, our best bet would be to utilize our specimen. Clearly the Maishaulus was endowed with
the capacity for language, so Sabra suggested that we forge a connection of trust with him in order that once we set him free
he might lead us back to his home. Proceeding slowly also yielded the advantage of being able to collect a DNA sample,
something which would undoubtedly require some time to be sequenced and provide results. Neither Sabra nor I could contain
our excitement. Still, Sabra reinforced the opinion that hasty decision making could destroy the whole endeavor. We both
recognized this as a golden opportunity, not only for us, but for science as well, and the responsibility was inebriating. Finally,
an attempt to study what Hobbes, Locke, Paine, Rousseau and the like set down as axioms for the construction of their political
philosophies could occur in conjunction with science, not just in the distant realm of the imagination. With our discovery, an
ability to observe this State of Nature presented itself, making Sabra and I the Galileos of anthropology, the first to observe a
realm formerly unknown to scholars and common folk alike.
Our first task was to gather data in order to assess our specimen’s level of mental complexity. It was clear that
linguistic and perhaps artistic capabilities were present. But to what extent? Could our Maishalus reason like a modern man and
move fluidly through geometrical proofs? Did his language have a complex structure or was it a primitive call system? Did the
art displayed on his body have a spiritual significance, or was it simply aesthetically pleasing? These were the questions which
required our immediate attention. Additionally, the key to the origins of this new species, a DNA sample, would be required.
This side-by-side comparison to humans, neanderthals, and chimps might provide us with information detailing both our
evolutionary history as well as aid us in locating the proximity of our relationship with the Maishalus.
Unfortunately, our attempts to gather the necessary empirical evidence were consistently obstructed by the
religious cult surrounding our specimen. It took Sabra and me over a week to return to the cave on the villagers’ terms. Leading
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up to this point I was barely able to contain myself, it was exhausting to wait in such a purgatory, and the longer it went on,
the more I craved the sweet release to the realm of my dreams. When we were finally given an opportunity to return we were
forced once again to abandon our technology and were thrown into the ceremony, given ambrosia from the villagers, and finally,
upon returning to the cave, were compelled to chant and meditate with the New Man. We weren't given even a moment to run
any experiments once the ceremony had ended. Visits like this continued for a number of weeks. Sabra and I discussed the
matter with both the old man and the priestess who explained that it would be taboo and strictly forbidden to do what we
wished.
We were stuck running in circles with nothing to show for our work except the story of a man-like creature in a cave.
Thinking about the potential consequences of sneaking into the cave produced a sensation of fear in both Sabra and myself, but
we knew we could not continue visiting the site without the proper equipment. The worst possible outcome would be the
removal of our Maishalus so that we could have no further contact. If this were to happen, we would not even have evidence of
its once being in our possession.
Sabra and I vacillated between options, but I pushed, making my opinion always the point of return when other ideas
were discussed. I felt as though our best and perhaps only opportunity to study our discovery was to let it escape. If we could
not observe its habits and capabilities within a captive setting, then our man would need to be unknowingly subjected to our
observations in the field. Eventually, Sabra agreed to this arrangement, the most compelling argument being that disobeying
the wishes of the worshippers could lead both to the displacement of our Maishalus to an unknown location and the ruination
of her reputation within the community. To risk anything seemed synonymous with risking it all; thus our plan was to
eventually release the man.

Part 5
“For God knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing
good and evil.”
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― Genesis,3:5
“In the middle of the journey of our life, I came to myself within a dark wood, where the straight way was
lost.”
― Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy
The morning of the event was one of despair in the village. As Sabra and I struggled to gather the last remaining resources
necessary for an undetermined period of time away from civilization, the village simultaneously erupted into a chaotic purge.
Government workers had made their way in from the capital to put a stop to illegal oil production following a lead which outed
our small town for not only receiving contraband oil, not the kind that was refined legally and taxed for the pockets of a small
few, but also for refining oil illegally with profits being kept by the people themselves. The tension culminated in uniformed
men with guns confiscating the barrels of bootleg oil and slashing them open one by one in the town square. Men, women, and
children shrieked together in a nauseating cacophony as the oil sank into the sand, which turned as black as the sky above
them.
This chaos did, however, provide excellent cover for Sabra and me to make our way to the cave. Equipped with a pair
of bolt cutters and backpacks prepared for a long journey, we entered the dank vicinity as quietly as possible. When the light of
our torches finally met the painted Maishalus, he began to let out a piercing wail. As much as we tried to quiet our specimen, he
would not relent. Sabra became afraid, shrinking into the corner, almost mimicking the man in his intensifying hysteria. “What
if he becomes violent? What if they hear and catch us, what will happen?” But at this point I was blind with a fever, acting far
too quickly to consider the consequences.
I marched directly into the shrieks with an anxious beating of the heart paralleled by a quickening breath. I proceeded
to cut some of the man's hair for DNA records and took his picture. This way there would be no question as to who could claim
the discovery. He writhed but remained mostly quiet until I took a syringe containing a gps microchip implant and injected his
hand. Powering our search for him with the battery of the technological era. The new man let out a low moan and looked up at
Sabra with melancholy eyes which became wet with tears of fear. In response to this, she walked up to him slowly and began
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whispering in a soothing tone. Then, once she had quieted his crying, my feverish ambition pushed me forward and I struck his
chains with a passion. After overcoming the shock, our specimen began to recognize the freedom I was providing. Once he was
no longer fettered by the hopelessness of a human prison, he bolted. Presenting no effort to challenge his exit, Sabra and I
watched as the formerly chained man stumbled away, remembering what it was like to run. We gave him a head start, then,
tracing his path we gave him plenty of distance, staying clear out of eyesight, as we followed him rapidly to a State of Nature.
The cries of the city faded into the blissful silence of the desert. When our Maishalus began surveying and roaming
the harsh terrain, we observed his movements through our binoculars. I finally turned to Sabra with a smile on my face, “we’re
writing history every moment we watch him.”

Part 6
“We are such stuff which dreams are made on; and our little life is rounded with a sleep.”
― Shakespeare, The Tempest
“Even broken in spirit as he is, no one can feel more deeply than he does the beauties of nature.”
― Mary Shelley, Frankenstein
Observing nothing but the man and Natures elements was at first a simple and borderline dull affair. He acted just as any
modern man might in this situation, collecting small berries, leaves, and firewood. He made his way to a nearby stream and set
up a small camp by the side of the babbling water, proceeding to catch a fish for dinner. Sparks flew, and after many failures, a
small fire burst, spreading shadows through dusk upon the desert sand. It was at this moment when things became very
intriguing, for, as the intensity of his dancing flames began to match the crimson of the sky’s sunset above us, our Maishalus
started constructing an arrangement of stones which would serve as a border between his camp and the desert’s icy chill.
What was odd about this display was the fact that it seemingly had no shape. As we stayed hidden far behind him, Sabra
whispered that “it was such a random succession,” and indeed it was. The Maishalus moved from the left to the right with no
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clear reason, placing some stones with what appeared to be great precision, while throwing others about in an almost careless
manner.
Then, after the sun had gone down and his stones were scattered across the sand, he took some of the berries,
leaves, and scales from his fish and began to methodically blend them together. Once he finished, the task had taken about an
hour in total. The man then began to dab this mush lightly on the rocks he had placed around him while looking to the sky,
holding a hand out to the heavens, and aligning it with his stones. When each and every rock had been covered, he took the
remainder of the paste and imprinted several dots along his own chest. He finished the night by sitting cross legged, while
gazing into the fire before finally falling asleep.
Sabra and I watched in fascination, hypothesizing that perhaps he was using the stars to guide him home. It was
possible that his meditation was an attempt to remember where he was within the desert or even an opportunity to ponder the
mysteries which the day had yielded. My own mind racing from the possibilities, I offered to take the first watch of the night
while Sabra caught up on some sleep. The night, however, proved uneventful after this display. As the sun rose the following
morning, Sabra woke me, and through binoculars we saw our subject begin moving into the desert. We packed quickly and
pursued his path, making a special effort to document his artistic construction from the previous night with our camera. It was
at this point that we saw the figure he had created from a renewed perspective. It was the shape of a person, perhaps a
woman. After snapping a few pictures we renewed our chase, making a concerted effort to remain hidden a ridge or two behind
him at all times.
Then, after walking through the blistering heat without rest, a set of mountainous dunes emerged in the distance.
Clearly sensing the gravity of climbing these monstrosities, Sabra and I ceased our roaming and set camp. This time our
Maishalus conducted a different artistic practice near the fire he had started; he began to sing into the stillness of the desert
night. Despite our distance we could hear this resounding of his emotions, a soul reverberating through the lonely desert.
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Part 7
“The mind is its own place, and in itself can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.”
― John Milton, Paradise Lost
“There is no exquisite beauty without some strangeness in the proportion.”
― Edgar Allen Poe

Upon waking at sunrise the desert radiated a golden aura as if painted with a divine brush. As the artistic practice of our
specimen continued, Sabra and I gazed at the daunting dunes which lay before us, expressing an admitted dismay. Our supplies
were excellent, but also extremely heavy, and we knew the day ahead of us would be the most difficult thus far. The heat
spiked and it felt as if Helios had once again allowed his son to take control of that sacred chariot only to let it crash into the
earth. Still, we tracked our Maishalus, and as we gathered ourselves at the peak of this great dune we saw what was previously
unimaginable; the Maishalus had found its home. A great pyramid emerged from the amber desert, but the structure was not
made of stone. In fact, Sabra and I could not identify the material at all. It was clear and tinted, reminiscent of a car window.
Contained within these walls was what appeared to be a thriving metropolis complete with streets carved into the
sand along with buildings and gardens standing in a formulaic layout. Perhaps most impressive of all were four immaculate
fountains positioned on each side of the small city’s central building. I concluded that the civilization must be positioned
directly above an underground spring, and while both Sabra and myself were amazed by the level of ingenuity necessary to
extract the water, this was secondary to our astonishment in observing the peoples’ advances in the arts. The fountains
depicted a woman of heavenly proportions holding a child suckling upon her breast, perhaps a goddess or great leader, we
speculated, a figure which Sabra deemed “Our Mother of Fantasy.” Regardless, even from a distance we concluded that this
species would not be a primitive case study like the extinct Neanderthal. Our cousins had evolved to function within the
arrangement of a polis; they were highly adapted to their environment and clearly displayed an aptitude for complex symbolic
thought. To what extent they possessed this thought remained to be answered.
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As we waited in the dunes behind the pyramid, I began to argue with Sabra. I was determined to enter the perimeter
of this structure, and observe its architecture and people from the inside. But, Sabra protested, “as of now we know nothing
about them, they may sacrifice to the sun every morning and if things go poorly, it could be our blood when the golden dawn
rises.” she said. “But,” I started in response “If we return with not just one, but hundreds of DNA samples, the information
derived could be used to help us with understanding this whole species as opposed to just the individual.” Her skepticism was
painfully visible at this point. “And how would you suggest we collect this DNA? We cannot communicate to them with a
common language, let alone explain something as complex as creating population genetics models. Do we start taking blood or
hair samples at random?” She asked mockingly. “No, if we disappear so does our discovery, It is far too foolish to risk such a
thing now,” she declared this time with finality. Thus, Sabra and I hid in the hills behind the city to observe the new atlantis,
like the monster of Frankenstein learning from the foreign world of people. Eventually, I became thankful for both her patience
and her strength in many things. If it were not for her caution and forethought I may have been consumed repeatedly by
passionate ambition.

Part 8
“He in his madness prays for storms and dreams that storms will bring him peace.”
― Leo Tolstoy, The Death of Ivan Ilyich
“The world is before you and you need not take it or leave it as it was when you came in.”
― James Baldwin
As the sun set, the city began to glow from the pinnacle of the pyramid; It had light! Power, electricity pulsed through the city’s
walls. The people were not burning coal, however. No ugly smoke crept up towards the sky as the city came alive. Initially Sabra
and I were dumbfounded as to how the Pyramid had harnessed this power, but suddenly it came to me like a muse comes to a
poet: it was the Pyramid itself. The glass which we failed to identify must have been constructed to capture energy from the
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sun. Though this was only a guess at the current juncture of time, I felt certain that we were looking at highly advanced solar
panels. For the light was beaming directly from the walls, as if they had captured the day and continued to allow its presence to
radiate.
What was more is that it seemed the city had been jolted to life with this electricity. Every street was crowded with
men and women creating, it seemed as though art was ubiquitous, filling the city to the point of capacity. Painters, musicians,
sculptors, artists of all breeds wandering, sharing laughter and tears. I began to tell Sabra of the myths regarding these people
which were recited to me during our time back in the village. Their supposed control over the elements and intrinsic connection
to nature on a higher level seemed now to have an element of truth, though I never believed these stories until I saw the city for
myself. It was now becoming increasingly difficult for me to conjure the images of the world we had abandoned when we chose
to follow our Maishalus, without doubting its basis in reality. How could such harmony be achievable when such chaos
surrounded it.
I was soon unexpectedly swallowed by a feeling wholly unfamiliar. I confessed to my partner that I was unsure as to
whether we could expose this pyramid to the world of our species. “There is a purity here” I remarked, “perhaps our lot was
cast from the Garden of Eden for good reason, but why cause a second fall for those who have evolved in its protection?” Sabra
sighed. Having seen the snake as well she knew how sweet the apple tasted. She sat in silence as we watched the dancing
city’s shadows, then finally proclaimed, “We should keep watching. The more we learn, the more able we will be to make a
decision. Sometimes science is overtaken by the tyranny of the masses, but other times it fosters positive growth for its
recipients. Let us at least continue to observe these people and their ways before we dismiss the possibility of exposing the
discovery.”
She offered to take the first watch while I rested, allowing my mind to be distracted by the pages of Walt Whitman's

Leaves of Grass until I eventually drifted off towards the realm of escape: sleep.  As the morning struck, something was
different in the air. The city did not have the same playful warmth that had captured our imaginations the previous night. No,
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there was something somber present in the city. We watched as the citizens gathered in black garment and sobbed. A group of
men carrying a body emerged and it became clear that we were witnessing a funeral. A stage provided a place for artistic
expression, but not just of words. The citizens created in various mediums, sometimes three or four at a time while the crowds
watched, just as Sabra and I did as the hours began to pile up. We took notes without rest and switched off watching to make
sure nothing was missed. Finally, it appeared as though the procession was winding down. A woman in extravagant dress took
over the stage, sticking out in the crowd like a lone ship in the sea. She began to paint the man and after a while she was joined.
Others took their turns, some with just a brush stroke, others utilizing the canvas to a greater extent. They painted over one
another, using different colors and covering all the space of the dead man's body. It felt like this ceremony would go on all day,
until again they carried the body to a new location. The group settled upon a garden in which a plot was preselected and tossed
the body into the ground. Once they had filled the grave they planted a small sapling above the space where the man lay, a
symbolic gesture signifying that the man had not left the city, that his energy would be transferred to something new. The
group watched as the same same dappled woman watered the roots for the first time in their new space. Only then did the
crowd disperse.

Part 9 Chimera (See diagram 8)
“Everything gives way before the recurring torment and festivity of passion.”
― Ursula K. Le Guin, The Left Hand of Darkness”
“Nothing is duller than a progression of common chords. One wants some contrast, which breaks up the clear
white light and makes it iridescent.”
― Denis Diderot, Rameau's Nephew
While collecting data on this species, Sabra and I had hours to discuss anything and everything. While often times we embraced
the silence of the desert, one conversation in particular would change my psyche’s composure forever. The topic was one I was
familiar with only in passing, I recognized that it had ignited the fantasies of many geneticists and was just beginning to
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expand in its practice, but I was still unconscious of its real capacity. CRISPR Cas9 is a method of gene editing developed in
2012, and while limitations certainly existed, Sabra explained that at minimum the system made clean, chaste gene therapy
feasible. “The way it works,” she began as I fell into a trance over her words, “is by utilizing an archaic defense system which
evolved in some bacteria and was initially discovered in E Coli. When these bacteria came into contact with hostile viruses which
injected their DNA hoping to infect bacteria, coordinated slashes to the genomes were conducted, effectively paralyzing the
invaders. The molecular switch blade recognized viruses with DNA combinations that had become serial offenders over eons of
time, and cuts were made in specific places in the viral DNA, effectively ending the virus before it had a chance to begin. If the
DNA was not yet recognized and the bacteria failed to have matching spacer DNA4, the bacteria would send a protein to take the
in the new DNA, breaking it apart, and more importantly, making copies of it to create a form of history for old infections which
would essentially be passed on to their progeny.”
Sabra explained that part of what made this possible was the RNA5 “seeker”that the bacterial defense had built up
which matched and recognized the DNA of invading viruses. This was a mirror image of the virus which worked almost like
moving a scar from a distinct location on your skin; it would be no trouble at all to match up the marks once reconnected with
the object which inflicted the indents. The second piece was the Cas9 protein, which was deployed to deliver the deadly strike
to a recognized virus. All this was grand, but what flicked a switch in my head was hearing Sabra elucidate the next piece of
this puzzle. Specifically Jennifer Doudna and Emmanuelle Charpentier’s discovery that streptococcus pyogenes (a bacteria
clinically important in human disease) could be tricked, and was therefore programmable. By substituting a decoy recognition
element, the two scientists could impose upon the system to make intentional cuts in genes and genomes that were not
connected to the viruses. In other words, if they changed the “seeker” they found that they could cut places in the genome
deliberately, so that is what they did. The scientists constructed a CRISPR RNA Chimera which had new instructions designated

Spacer DNA or intergenic spacer (IGS) is a region of non-coding DNA between genes. The term is used particularly for the spacer DNA between the many
tandemly repeated copies of the ribosomal RNA genes.
5
Ribonucleic acid, a nucleic acid present in all living cells. Its principal role is to act as a messenger carrying instructions from DNA for controlling the
synthesis of proteins, although in some viruses RNA rather than DNA carries the genetic information.
4
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from the hands of a lab worker regarding where to divide the DNA and pair it with a CAS9 protein in order to actually make the
division.
Furthermore, once DNA has been fed into the mechanism and the preordained cut is made, the DNA will inevitably
react by repairing and replacing the sequence which results at times in mutation. What we now know is that this mutation can
be manipulated, for, when the gene is cut open, two formerly connected ends of DNA will be exposed. Usually the gene will
attempt to recover the lost information by using the other copy of the cell’s gene as a resource like a student who neglected to
study and looks off their neighbor’s paper. However, if their neighbor is answering the test questions incorrectly, or the cell is
flooded with foreign DNA from a geneticist’s decoy, then both the gene and student will witlessly make copies of the incorrect
information. This new sequence will be permanently copied into the genome and we can decide what we want this change to be
prior to cutting and pasting with great accuracy.
This presents a new frontier for the science of medicine because by biohacking a sequence, one could theoretically
arrange the BRCA1 gene to be less likely to cause breast cancer, or change a mutant cystic fibrosis gene into a wild type
version, effectively curing the disease. But this was of merely secondary consideration for me. I became obsessive because for
the first time in human history we were no longer slaves to random mutation dictating our gene code. We were now free to
select and change this information for ourselves. With this, I began to dream of enhancement. What was it that made the
Maishalus civilization so utopic? Was it an alteration in a gene I carried? The longer we observed the species, the more I felt as
though it would be wholly immoral to expose them to our own. But, what if this was not the case? What if I could learn more
from the inside of this pyramid by enhancing myself?
This idea concerned Sabra as only one man had edited his own genome with CRISPR and the inventors had asked for a
global pause on the expanding use after a team of geneticists in China showed that it was possible to alter a fetus with the
new method. Nevertheless, I was undeterred and I saw it all in my minds eye. If I could win the trust of these people and provide
the opportunity for them to choose contact with homosapiens, my legacy would be unquestioned as a living God among men.
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Additionally, the species would know the risks and rewards of meeting its distant cousins and if it considered a meeting to be
unnecessary I would still have seen more than any person coming before me. I had an opportunity to carry a burning torch away
from olympus and down to a species which still lacks a more Divine fire.

Part 10
“Faust: Who holds the devil, let him hold him well, he hardly will be caught a second time.”
― Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe, Faust Part One
“I have had my vision.”
― Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse
Sabra and I were torn between staying to study the species in more depth and leaving to examine its DNA as well as
to decide what we would do with the discovery. However, the longer we observed this lost world, the lower our resources got.
This dwindling continued until finally we accepted that it would be dangerous to stay much longer. After about two months of
living in a tent through the desert’s days and nights, we packed our gear up and took a final look at our secret civilization. We
had collected fossils, samples, and pictures which the world would have difficulty believing. Additionally, we had a mixture of
oppositional emotions battling for the pathos of decision making regarding whether we would release the data.
Our journey back through the sand was slow and plodding, but all was fine in my fantasies. I knew my next steps and
was leaving bread crumbs on the trail to the pyramid as we left it behind us. I found it odd that no satellite had ever picked up
on the presence of this anomaly and suspected that the light collecting glass may create an illusion if seen from above. Sabra
and I snuck secretly back into the human city we left behind after releasing our Maishalus. We entered behind the flock of a
nomadic herder to collect a message before making our move to the capital. Our last piece of business to attend to was
sequencing the sample of DNA we had collected. Given the efficiency of the pyrosequencer machines, this wouldn't take too
much time. Still, the thought of being caught by the villagers with whom we had associated in our previous encounters was
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enough to cause stress in us both. We entered the old laboratory in silence and I stood by the door as a lookout, occasionally
lending a hand to my partner who was working with an artist's eye toward perfection.
At one point she beckoned to me with glistening eyes. “My section on Chromosome 8 is highly methylated.” To be
sure of what this meant I beckoned for more information. “These people have evolved to employ a level of empathy which is rare
in humanity at best and only possible if our epigenetic switch has been flipped on by a nurturing environment. I suspect that
their source of renewable energy is at least partially responsible for this.” She grinned with validation “The same gene which is
virtually non-existent in psychopaths, has become expressed in a concrete form in this species.” Despite our scientific
aversion to physical contact with our peers, Sabra and I embraced in a hug. We both knew how critical this was to her theory
and what it meant for the broader philosophies which based their theories on humanity’s axioms.
I knew Sabra might publish her finding, and it was not my position to stop her, so I offered a compromise as we fled to
the capital. If she were to publish, she must first allow me to edit my own genome via CRISPR and push the scientific community
to allow my study from the interior to continue without interruption. She smiled and looked upon me with an ever present
wisdom, “I could not stop you even if I wanted.” With this, our conversation concluded. We shared the next few days in one
another's presence without outwardly discussing the future. Eventually Sabra left for Berlin, returning to the Max Planck, and I
flew to the Bay Area to track down Josiah Zayner, founder of Odin Technologies and the first and only man to CRISPR himself.

Part 11
“Each generation needs a new music.”
―Francis Crick
“Human madness is oftentimes a cunning and most feline thing. When you think it fled it may have but
become transfigured into some subtler form.”
― Herman Melville, Moby Dick
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I burst into this charismatic individual’s office in a frenzy and began to explain my purpose in his presence. There was
something in his ocean blue eyes which I recognized. He stood with dyed blonde hair, tattoos, and piercings, he was no
traditional scientist and this was far from a traditional meeting. Thus, in the spirit of rebellion after having seen the DNA
sequence of our Maishalus, our formal meeting was adjourned and we exited his laboratory for a extended conversation in a
local bar. Drinking at Federation Brewery in downtown Oakland I gave my new friend a detailed explanation of the story front to
back. He made various interruptions and the dialogue flowed at the pace of our intoxication. “So this is where I come in, putting
the technology in your hands so you can use it freely?” he questioned rhetorically, understanding his role with a great sense of
pride. “We should start tomorrow, I'll need to isolate the sequence tonight, but with the information you've already provided it
shouldn't be too much trouble” he chuckled, patting me on the shoulder. “Of course, I'll have to document the results, but we
don't need to say anything to the lab coat bureaucrats down at the FDA do we?” I assured him that I was as opposed to this
notion as he was. With our arrangement settled upon we continued to drink into the night, celebrating our future journey like a
captain and first mate hoping to discover a new world on the other side of unknown seas.
The process was really quite simple; I was taken into the lab, run through basic preliminary testing to assure that I
was healthy, had my own DNA sequenced, and finally was injected a few times in different places. My DNA would not
immediately shift like a science fiction movie. Realistically it would take a number of months before my genome had been
altered and I would feel the full effects. While I allowed myself to be a human guinea pig for the team at Odin, I worked beside
Josiah and began to understand that the goal of his project was undeniably to change the world. His vision was to allow anyone
and everyone to purchase CRISPR technology and alter their own genetic codes as they pleased. I brought up questions of ethics
attempting mostly to play devil's advocate, and recognizing my love for philosophy, he accepted the challenges in the realm of
thought as if they were removed from a reality he really hoped to create.
He, however, was staunch in his viewpoint that CRISPR, in his hands, would be a savior of the human race and that he
held the key to chains of our biology which had imprisoned us for years. “But isn't there something to just playing the cards we
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are dealt?” I asked Josiah at one point. Recognizing my hypocrisy, he laughed in an arrogant way, “I've always thought that's
the biggest load of shit,” he took his eyes off the microscope and looked at me, “we’re all born from some random sequence
that occurs during sex where no one knows what the hell is going on. If you are uncoordinated or dyslexic or so ugly God
couldn't love you, then what do we tell people? Sorry, you've just lost the genetic lottery, play the cards you’ve been dealt
because there are only four aces and no re-deals?” He rolled his eyes before speaking again. “I say fuck that. If I want muscles
like a wrestler, if I want to be able to learn chess like a computer, if I want to have the capacity for empathy secured like a
different species,” he winked at me slyly, “then I should be able to do it without any restriction. People are always going to hold
us back from trying to achieve our full potential, I think it scares everyone a little bit to think we've mastered something which
has never before been in our control. But we cant let fear hold us back as a species any longer. We need to overcome that and
do what's best for each of us individually.” Quite happy with his little speech, he returned once again to his microscope.
“Then tell me this,” I replied, forfeiting the previous argument. “What might happen if this power begins to solidify in
the upper echelons of society. Couldn't you be creating an Orwellian dystopia in which those who are rich can begin claiming
with some legitimacy a genetic superiority over those who are beneath them?” He sighed, this time keeping his attention
focused intently upon his microscope, “I agree, if it were my world the technology would be a public resource, provided by every
government for the people to use how they please, but it is not my world, and therefore I must work inside of the corruption of
a system which already exists. The truth is, I can't control the future anymore than anyone else can, but I see an organism now
on the brink of its own destruction, a disease, a cancer strangling the planet by emitting a carcinogenic waste, shouldn't we
explore as many solutions to ourselves as we can?” With this a silence entered the room. I let the conversation go for the time
being and left him to his microscope.

Part 12
“Lost in the solitude of his immense power, he began to lose direction.”
― Gabriel García Márquez, One Hundred Years of Solitude
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“Have no doubt, this technology will — someday, somewhere — be used to change the genome of our own species
in ways that are heritable, forever altering the genetic composition of humankind.”
― Jennifer A. Doudna, A Crack in Creation: Gene Editing and the Unthinkable Power to Control Evolution
One thing we neglected to discuss, however, was off target modification. As our trial progressed, I began not only to
possess the predicted consequences of amplified empathy, such as feeling the pain and anxiety of those around me to a
greater extent and detail, but I was also beginning to have some kind of (dare I say it) spiritual awakening. It was not just
Josiah and Sabra for whom I cared more deeply, It was the mice in the lab, the plants outside my window, the redwood trees and
the dead fish washing up on the shore. I felt a connection to all as though it was Divine, holding the same substance which I
contained in myself. Additionally, I had an insatiable desire to produce art. For the first time in my life I tried my hand at poetry,
at painting, and almost unconsciously, I rolled a figure out of clay representing a woman and set her on my windowsill. “Our
Mother of Fantasies,” I could hear Sabra’s voice echoing in the back of my head.
Once during a time when the fire of a new painting had finished consuming me and the work lay impressed upon the
canvas, I received a call from Sabra; she was delighted to tell me the news that the Max Planck had uncovered something in the
mitochondria of our maishalus which was sure to interest me. She broke into an explanation of how the data emerged but I cut
her off with excitement, “just give me the conclusion” I stammered. “Well,” she began, “what if I told you that we were an
offshoot of the Maishalus? That we are its descendents, and not the other way around?” I was awestruck, this meant of course
that we had fallen from grace, expanded to live beyond our means, and that I would be the first person to ever return to this
Eden. “But what caused us to lose our innocence when we left this place Sabra?” She sighed, “This is still the problem our team
must tackle, but regardless, it appears obvious that empathy evolves differently under different conditions.” Hopefully I
mused. “Then our lot is not contained only by the desolate disposition that seems to fetter our souls. We’re made up of
oppositions; heaven and hell are here on earth.” Sabra absorbed this comment without needing to acknowledge it. “When will
the treatment conclude?” she asked. “Very soon now...”
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We went on to talk as best friends do, treating the important as if it were meaningless and attributing hidden
meaning to those things which mattered not. I wished I could have seen her one last time before the day I came into the
laboratory and there was a smile I’d never seen on Josiah's face, “congratulations.” He extended his hand for a shake. I grabbed
back fully comprehending his meaning before he spoke again, “The gene has been solidified, our treatment has worked.” we
embraced and tears were shed, finally, I was off. Back to Namibia, back to the Pyramid, back to the State of Nature.
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1) Human evolutionary tree

2) Mitochondrial DNA map of human expansion.
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3) DNA comparison

4) Radiocarbon Dating

5) Polymerase chain reaction provides capacity to reconstruct ancient DNA
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6) PCR coopying allows for mass sequencing of genome, revolutionizes field due to the speed and quantity of production.

7) Epigenetics Under the Microscope.
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8) Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats
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Authors Note: Thus concludes the short story section of my thesis. Next is an essay
which is to be used as supplementary but not necessarily foundational in the exegesis
of meaning in this text.
The Search For The Monster In Our Nature
1:Building Foundations
Political philosophy is intrinsically tied to the human condition. Traditionally, social
contract philosophers develop theses concerning humanity's place in the polis by
labeling axiomatic principles regarding human behavior in a primitive state of nature.
Subsequently, these philosophers follow a trajectory into the development of society in
which questions and conjectures concerning civics, power struggles, justice, and human
rights can be considered. Furthermore, the diverse range of perspectives regarding this
state of nature inevitably yield a manifold of varying hypotheses related to the
construction of civilized life as well as to the superlative methods of control,
organization, and administration, which emerge as necessary conventions in socially
contracted populations.
Jean Jacque Rousseau adopts the described method from his predecessors and,
in his Second Discourse On Inequality, the philosopher constructs a thought experiment
to provide evidence for a revolutionary claim, one which would further be substantiated
in his social contract, namely: “Man is born free, but is everywhere in bondage.” (The
Social Contract, 3) As we will see upon further exegesis, Rousseau has a romantic view
of humanity in its state of nature, and believes wholeheartedly that it is society which
provides the corruption and vice plaguing human existence. Still, it is important to
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recognize that the argument made by Rousseau is not intended to be an accurate
historical analysis. In fact, the author fully admits “It is no light enterprise to separate
that which is original from that which is artificial in man's present nature, and attain a
solid knowledge of a state which no longer exists, which perhaps never existed, and
which will probably never exist, yet of which it is necessary to have sound ideas if we
are to judge our present state satisfactorily.”(A Discourse On Inequality, pg 68) Through
this statement, Rousseau clarifies that his work is not a proper anthropological study
based on empirical scientific observations.
Thus, in order to understand the depth and value of what Rousseau has
theorized, we will follow the lead of French existentialist Albert Camus, who once said,
“fiction is the lie through which we tell the truth.” With this basis, it shall be beneficial to
enlist the novel Frankenstein, in order to procure a more lucid comprehension of
Rousseau's state of nature. For, as will be seen when the comparison is drawn with
greater detail, the monster in Mary Shelley's classic horror goes through nearly identical
steps as the speculative trajectory Rousseau constructs. Specifically, from innocence in
nature, to falling into corruption upon being introduced to a community. Finally, once a
comparison between the two has been drawn, an account will be made regarding the
origin of our monsters wicked and nefarious behavior.
To provide evidence for these claims, let us first give the state of nature in
Rousseau's second discourse on inequality the diligent attention it deserves. Once this
has been thoroughly understood, an attempt to rationalize the theory can be made by
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connecting Shelley’s Frankenstein in the pursuit of examining from where exactly the
monster(or the inclination to act with the intention of evil) in humanity, is derived.

2:The Soul
First, let it be laid down as foundational that Rousseau’s view of humanity has
two axiomatic principles which diverge from those of his predecessors (Hobbes and
Locke). Rousseau “believe[s] [he] can discern two principles antecedent to reason: the
first gives us an ardent interest in our own well being and our own preservation, the
second inspires in us a natural aversion to seeing any other sentient being perish or
suffer, especially if it is one of our own kind.” (A Discourse On Inequality, pg 70) In other
words, the human state of nature is one in which our fluctuating personal needs and
interests are prioritized. We are rooted in a biological necessity to satisfy our appetites,
we think with an overwhelming attentiveness to secure basic necessities such as food,
water, and shelter. This mechanistic view of our species is nothing new. In fact, the
same axiom is foundational for the social contract philosophers who were mentioned
previously.
However, while our philosopher accepts the paradigm that designates humanity
as being concerned first and foremost with its own self preservation, this is not all that is
contained in our nature. We have an additional characteristic that provides our species
with the ability to rationalize and experience a pain which is not confined to the
individual, but is sensed through others. This concept is referred to as “pity” by our
translator, from the french “pitié.” (dictionary.cambridge.org) Still, this definition does
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not seem satisfactory; something more is implicated by this natural faculty. According to
Rousseau, seeing pain in others does not simply induce a feeling of sadness. Further,
“It is therefore very certain that pity is a natural sentiment which by moderating in each
individual the activity of self-love, contributes to the mutual preservation of the whole
species. It is pity which carries us without reflection to the aid of those we see suffering;
it is pity which in the state of nature takes the place of laws, morals, and virtues, with the
added advantage that no one there is tempted to disobey its gentle voice;” (A
Discourse On Inequality, pg 68) From this, we can conclude that the way pity is being
used in the text is far more similar to the idea of empathy. Furthermore, this empathy
which is the basis of all altruistic and selfless behavior, is not enforced by legal codes or
societal conventions. Rather, it is the force of natural goodness which battles a self
interest that is argued to eventually amplify itself into vanity upon entrance into society.
Still, it is this communion in the human soul which must be emphasized.
Rousseau says “It is pity which in the place of that noble maxim of rational justice ‘do
unto others as you would have them do unto you’, inspires all men with this other maxim
of natural goodness, much less perfect but perhaps more useful: ‘do good to yourself
with as little possible harm to others.” (A Discourse On Inequality, pg 68) To
recapitulate, the argument claims that while pity, or empathy, is the foundation of
justice, our own self interest is equally fundamental to our thought process. To close this
line of inquiry, let it be concluded that “Man is a creature of compassion and feeling.” (A
Discourse On Inequality, pg 100) Still, this compassion is regulated by our ego and its
incessant persistence to be satisfied.
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3:From hillsides to huts
Now that the elements of Rousseau’s theorized humanity have been exposed, it
serves our purpose to delineate how our (non historical) ancestors lived in a time before
the emergence of social contracts and inequality. For, man in this condition was alone,
wandering through the forests, without work, without speech, without home,
without war, and without relationships, was equally without any need of his fellow
men and without any desire to hurt them, perhaps not even recognizing any one
of them individually. Being subject to so few passions, and sufficient unto himself,
he had only such feelings and such knowledge as suited his condition; he felt
only his true needs, saw only what he believed it was necessary to see, and his
intelligence made no more progress than his vanity. (A Discourse On
Inequality,104)
Man, though lonely in this beautifully romantic and innocent state, has no concept of evil
actions or harming others. There are no monsters; the human species is merely
concerned with providing itself with the various resources it requires in order to survive.
Therefore, Rousseau states: “Thus one could say that savages are not wicked precisely
because they do not know what is to be good; for it is neither the development of
intelligence nor the restraint of the laws, but the calm of the passions and the ignorance
of vice which prevents them from doing evil.”(A Discourse On Inequality, pg 99 ) Here,
the philosopher is clearly making the point that his “savages” lack the capacity to
behave wickedly due to the inherent axioms which reside in human nature. The calm of
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our passions is a reference to an idea that our species has no inborn desire to cause
another living being's suffering. Furthermore, without society, humanity is ignorant to the
vice and sin which Rousseau sees as stemming from it.
Therefore, if we accept the author's argument, human nature has not been
created with an inclination towards evil, and if our original condition is not what Thomas
Hobbes calls “a war of everyone against everyone,” (Leviathan, 185) then the question
which initiated this scholarly effort must necessarily re-emerge, specifically: from where
exactly are the monstrous characteristics of the human species derived?
For Rousseau, these vices are developed upon entrance into society. Due to a
few “alien causes” (A Discourse On Inequality, 106) such as agriculture and language,
humanity falls from its primitive condition and begins to unite together in small organized
units and “Family become[s] a little society, all the better united because mutual
affection and liberty were its only bonds.” (A Discourse On Inequality, 112). Still, once
we have left the freedom and independence of the forests and hillsides for farms and
huts, once we begin to socialize and observe fellow members of our own species, we
become conscious of ourselves in relation to others, and as a result, necessarily
insecure. Rousseau describes this phenomenon at great length stating:
“People grew used to gathering together in front of their huts or around a large
tree; singing and dancing, true progeny of love and leisure, became the
amusement, or rather the occupation, of idle men and women thus assembled.
Each began to look at the others and to want to be looked at himself;...This was
the first step towards inequality and at the same time towards vice. From those
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first preferences there arose on the one side, vanity and scorn, on the other,
shame and envy, and the fermentation produced by these new leavens finally
produced compounds fatal to happiness and innocence.” (A Discourse On
Inequality, 114)
Thus, it is from the desire to be acknowledged and accepted that unhealthy and
destructive qualities originate.
However, Rousseau's philosophical thought experiment is difficult to accept
based on its a priori reasoning. Many critics of the theory have neglected to contemplate
the depth and value of the conclusions because of the insubstantial quality of the
philosophical foundations which they are built upon. Still, not all is lost in the defense of
Rousseau! For, Frankenstein, Mary Shelley's masterpiece, represents the same
opinion. Therefore, by utilizing Camus’ process of telling truth through a work of fiction,
the novel is able to persuade the reader of the same conclusions proposed by
Rousseau, only without a distorted speculation into a past of which the philosopher
admits he has no evidence-based knowledge.
4:The Monster’s Nature
When Victor Frankenstein abandons his monster, the remorseful creature
wanders alone expressing: “I saw felt and heard all at the same time; and it was indeed
a long time before I learned to distinguish between the operations of my various
senses,” (Mary Shelley's Frankenstein pg 128) and further, “No distinct ideas occupied
my mind; all was confused.” (Mary Shelley's Frankenstein pg 129)
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As the monster wanders in isolation through the wild plain of existence, he is
without language, clothing, shelter, and relationships. Furthermore, there is no
justification for deeming the monster evil as at this point in his development there are
not even recognizable thoughts circulating in the monster’s psychology, let alone the
intricate concepts of good and evil.
The monster proceeds in this fashion, concerned only with his self preservation.
Eventually he procures a cloak, begins to differentiate between his senses, experiments
with edible and non edible foods, and even acquires a shelter under a hovel hidden in a
hillside. However, this state of nature is interrupted when his view from the hovel he
occupies, allows him to see a young girl sitting beside an old man who:
“taking up an instrument, began to play and produce sounds sweeter than the
voice of the thrush or nightingale. It was a lovely sight even to me, poor wretch,
who had never beheld aught beautiful before. The silver hairs and benevolent
countenance of the aged cottager won my reverence, while the gentle manners
of the girl enticed my love. He played a sweet mournful air which I perceived
drew tears from the eyes of his amiable companion, of which the old man took no
notice until she sobbed audibly. He then pronounced a few sounds and the poor
creature, leaving her work, knelt at his feet, he raised her and smiled with such
kindness and love that I felt sensations of a peculiar and overpowering nature:
they were a mixture of pain and pleasure” (Mary Shelley's Frankenstein pg 123)
This process is similar to the emergence of inequality and vanity which Rousseau
describes in a number of ways. For one, the genesis of these traits are developed from
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the monster making contact with other people. Furthermore, the demonstration of
artistic expression arouses feelings of pity, or empathy, for the old man and girl. And,
this pity, or empathy, is only deepened in the heart of the monster as he learns more
about the family's life who he becomes so fascinated with. For, upon witnessing that
“One of the causes of the uneasiness of this amiable family. It was poverty.” (Mary
Shelley's Frankenstein 136) The monster ceases the practice he once partook in,
namely: stealing from the storagehouse of food which the cottagers produced for
themselves. Claiming “when I found that in doing this I inflicted pain on the cottagers, I
abstained.” (Mary Shelley's Frankenstein pg 137) The monster instead attempts to ease
their suffering. And, lurking in the night so as not to be discovered before he could make
an entrance on his own behalf, the monster observes the work of the cutting firewood
and eventually makes the move to take “his tools, the use of which I quickly discovered,
and brought home firing sufficient for the consumption of several days” (Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein pg 137) Finally, this altruistic act shows a transformation in the monsters
initially self-serving behavior, to being a creature concerned equally with empathy.
5:Monstrous Developments
At first, the villagers are thrilled and perplexed by the aid of what they deem an
“invisible hand.” (Mary Shelley's Frankenstein pg 137) Still, this is not enough for the
monster, who, at this point, has never perpetrated an act of evil and, therefore, retains
the dream of becoming accepted into the family despite his terrifying appearance. In an
attempt to have his existence acknowledged, he plots to expose himself to the blind
grandfather whom he hopes will be more sympathetic to his condition due to his ability
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to comprehend a being beyond what most individuals would suspect on their first
impression. With a planned speech, the monster elegantly expresses his destitute
condition, arguing “I have good dispositions; I love virtue and knowledge; my life has
been hitherto harmless and in some degree beneficial.” (Mary Shelley's Frankenstein pg
159) Alas, the monster is in incapable of finishing his vindication, he is stormed in on by
the family who violently tosses him out of the cottage, beating him with sticks, causing
him to proclaim, “There was no one among the myriads of men that existed that would
pity or assist me- and should I feel kindness towards my enemies? No! From that
moment I declared everlasting war against the species and more than all, against him
who had formed me and sent me forth to this insupportable misery” (Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein pg 161)
6:Conclusions
Following this proclamation are the dreadful crimes committed by the
archetypical monster who haunts our collective conscious. Still, in terms of tracking our
trajectory, we must synopsize and clarify where Rousseau and Shelley have led us,
then attempt to conclude where exactly the monster(or, the inclination to act with the
intention of evil,) in humanity, is derived.
As for the first matter, this essay has attempted to establish that the two authors
have reached virtually identical conclusions. Specifically that both seem to view human
nature as containing pride and pity, the biological impulse for self preservation, and the
empathetic quality which results in altruism. Furthermore, that the negative qualities of
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vanity, scorn, shame, and envy, are only developed when a human leaves the innocent
state of nature and falls into the corruption of a social setting.
Still, the methods of proof utilized in the complementary texts provide an
undeniably compelling result. To elaborate, Rousseau is attempting to demonstrate the
aforementioned state of nature in a particularly formal manner. The structure resembles
the logical format of a Euclidean proposition as it depends on stated self-evident
principles regarding human nature, moves logically into the formulation of social
organizations, and concludes with what it hopes to have demonstrated. However,
opponents of Rousseau take a critical view of his theories on humanity, a state of
nature, and the emergence of a social contract. Most frequently, these criticisms are
directed towards the a priori strategy which he employs in putting forth axioms on
humanity.
However, Shelley avoids this completely; perhaps it was the brilliant authors goal
merely to entertain, or, perhaps she did indeed have a philosophical point which she
intended to prove to the reader. Regardless, by using Plato's ancient method of
demonstration, proof diamuthologos (through myth and logic,) Shelly sets up a tale of
fiction which invites the reader to suspend their disbelief. Then, once reality and the
formal studies of logic and history have left the reader's mind, Shelly fills the space with
Rousseau's same truths. And, in this new context, the truths function purely on the basis
of their self evidence to the reader. Therefore, the novel Frankenstein facilitates the
philosophical end which designates humanity as naturally innocent, and corrupted only
by convention and contract.
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Nevertheless, it must be admitted that while the two methods of proof elucidate
the development of vanity, scorn, shame, and envy, they may not be capable of
extending an answer as to where evil emerges in humanity. However, we can
extrapolate a solution following the conclusions which we have already made. If it can
be accepted that the monster is not evil by nature, and, if it is not evil for him to vainly
desire the empathy of others, then a move to deduce the origin of that evil must be
predicated on these two principles. For, now that the monster has been immersed in the
the vanity of society, it does not seem that a return to the innocence of nature is a
possibility, since the ego is starving and must be fed with attention.
But, the attention which the monster receives is in the form of rejection and
terror. These reactions initiate a volatile disgust upon introspection into his own
personal identity. Thus, the way the monster is perceived is the way he becomes. When
he is deemed “Monster! Ugly wretch!” (Frankenstein 67) by the boy whom he only
hoped would be unbiased, the suffering exceeds its capacity and the monster finally
snaps, directing his actions towards the commitment of waging war against humanity
and especially his creator. Therefore, let it be concluded that the origin of evil is
suffering and a lack of nurturing attention. Or in the monster’s own words, “Everywhere I
see bliss from which I alone am irrevocably excluded. I was benevolent and good:
misery made me a fiend.” (Frankenstein pg 123)
What we are left with may produce the sensation of melancholy within the reader.
If Rousseau is right, and the well-nurtured vanity he describes leads to inequality within
society, then we are destined to live in a world which treats our fellow person as greater
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or lesser based on arbitrary categories such as beauty or wealth. On the other hand, if
the nurturing process is neglected or facilitated improperly, we create monstrous
criminals who will haunt the world we call our own.

Authors Note:
Now, this is where we are left when my anthropologist meets Sabra in the village while
he is still on the search for a paradigm shifting discovery. What emerges from the desert
sand is an all too familiar society which inevitably creates monsters. I would even go so
far as to say that this has evolved due in response to an unequal distribution of
resources. Still, I also hold the position that empathy is an evolving quality within
humanity. Therefore, given the opportunity to evolve under different circumstances,
different results must emerge. This is substantiated via my own proof diamuthologos
within my constructed utopia. I introduce a world in which sustainability serves as
axiomatic. Consequently, empathy has been amplified past the primitive phase in which
we see it functioning among our species. Thus, where this essay is guided by the
question of where the monster emerges in our Nature, the story provides a converse,
namely, a monsterless polis where art reigns supreme.

